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Advanced Social Media Marketing: How to Lead, Launch, and Manage a Successful Social Media ProgramApress, 2012

	Hundreds of millions of Americans are using social media (SM), and already some 70% of businesses have joined them there, using Facebook and other SM platforms to connect with their customers, and attract new ones. So the real question isn’t whether to take your business onto social media platforms—but how to do it quickly,...
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Becoming a Values-Based LeaderInformation Age Publishing, 2012

	What is Values-Based Leadership? How does one become a Values-Based Leader? Why Value-Based Leadership? Certainly these are critical questions. It is now widely recognized that effective leaders, from Martin Luther King through political leaders and corporate executives, have a foundation of values that guide their decision-making, and...
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A Culture of Purpose: How to Choose the Right People and Make the Right People Choose YouJossey-Bass, 2014

	How innovative leaders create meaningful cultures that attract and retain top talent


	Building a culture of purpose is one of the greatest challenges facing modern leaders, as today's best minds are looking for meaning, not just jobs. More than any other single factor, cultures of purpose power winning organizations,...
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Manage Your Project Portfolio: Increase Your Capacity and Finish More ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2016

	You have too many projects, and firefighting and multitasking are keeping you from finishing any of them. You need to manage your project portfolio. This fully updated and expanded bestseller arms you with agile and lean ways to collect all your work and decide which projects you should do first, second, and never. See how to tie your work to...
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Staying Power : 30 Secrets Invincible Executives Use for Getting to the Top - and Staying ThereMcGraw-Hill, 2003
You have the talent, and you have the ambition—but you lack a specific career  plan to get you to the top. Believe it or not, you’re right on track! “Do not  map out your career” is the first of thirty surprising success secrets that  you’ll discover in Staying Power. In this completely practical, often...
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Nonprofit Essentials: Managing TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
This book is intended to help nonprofit leaders become not only more effective as
administrators, marketers, researchers, and fundraisers, but also more responsible custodians
of limited funds.When every penny counts, computers can help to make it
possible for small, committed groups to perform the routine tasks that once...
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Systems Approach to Engineering Design (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
This comprehensive resource shows how to incorporate systems thinking &   systems engineering techniques into every stage of the design process from  concept inception, testing, & quality assurance, to implementation,   delivery, & upgrading     

       As high-tech engineering organizations learn to do more with less, they...
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The New World of Wireless: How to Compete in the 4G RevolutionWharton School Publishing, 2009

	“The New World of Wireless is an impressive, thoughtful journey that helps business leaders see over the horizon to our unwired future, where we belong.”


	–John Chen, Chairman, CEO, and President, Sybase, Inc.


	 
...
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Building Engaged Team Performance: Align Your Processes and People to Achieve Game-Changing Business ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Harness the Power of Your Most Valuable Resource—Your Workforce!


	Process improvement approaches like Six Sigma and Lean Enterprise have worked wonders for countless organizations, but in the drive for true excellence, these approaches are only one important part of the formula.


	Building Engaged...
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The Innovation Handbook: How to Profit from Your Ideas, Intellectual Property and Market KnowledgeKogan Page, 2010

	
		

		Unique features, distinctive capabilities and exclusive know-how are the surest way to stay ahead of the market for any length of time. But the way these points of difference are created and commercialized is changing. The difficulty for most organizations is not in generating ideas, but in pursuing the right one at the...
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Architecting the Industrial Internet: The architect's guide to designing Industrial Internet solutionsPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn the ins and outs of the Industrial Internet of Things through subjects ranging from its history and evolution, right up to what the future holds.


	About This Book

	
		Define solutions that can connect existing systems and newer cloud-based solutions to thousands of thousands of edge devices and...
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Global E-government Readiness Report 2005: From E-government to E-inclusionUnited Nations Publications, 2006
In reaffirming the vision of a peaceful, prosperous and just world, leaders at the United Nations World Summit in 2005 outlined a vision of ‘…building a people-centred and inclusive information society, putting the potential of information and communication technologies at the service of development and addressing new challenges of the...
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